Abstract. The object of study are almost paracomplex pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with a pair of metrics associated each other by the almost paracomplex structure. A torsion-free connection and tensors with geometric interpretation are found which are invariant under the twin interchange, i.e. the swap of the counterparts of the pair of associated metrics and the corresponding Levi-Civita connections. A Lie group depending on two real parameters is constructed as an example of a 4-dimensional manifold of the studied type and the mentioned invariant objects are found in an explicit form.
Introduction
Manifolds with almost product structure and Riemannian metric are well known [12] . Usually, the almost product structure acts as an isometry with respect to the metric, i.e. it is said that the metric is compatible with the structure. A special and remarkable case is when the almost product structure is traceless and then it is called an almost paracomplex structure. In this case, the eigenvalues`1 and´1 of the structure have one and the same multiplicity, thus the dimension of such a manifold is even. An almost paracomplex manifold is a counterpart of an almost complex manifold. The compatible metric with an almost complex structure is a Hermitian metric. The requirement that the metric be Riemannian on an almost paracomplex manifold is not necessarily and thus we suppose here that the metric is pseudo-Riemannian.
The associated p0, 2q-tensor of a Hermitian metric is a 2-form while the associated p0, 2q-tensor of any compatible metric on almost paracomplex manifold is also a compatible metric. So, in this case, we dispose of a pair of mutually associated compatible metrics with respect to the almost paracomplex structure, known also as twin metrics. Such almost paracomplex manifolds are studied in the latter three decades by a lot of authors (e.g. [14] , [11] , [15] , [1] , [13] , [2] , [9] , [5] , [10] , [4] ), including under the name Riemannian almost product manifolds.
An interesting problem on almost paracomplex (pseudo-)Riemannian manifolds is the presence of tensors with some geometric interpretation which are invariant or anti-invariant under the so-called twin interchange. This is the swap of the counterparts of the pair of compatible metrics and their Levi-Civita connections. The aim of the present work is to solve this problem in the general case and to illustrate the invariant objects by example from a significant class of the considered manifolds. Invariant connection and invariant tensors under twin interchange on Riemannian almost product manifolds with nonintegrable structure are found in [9] . A similar investigation for almost complex manifolds with Norden metrics is given in [7] . An explicit example of a Riemannian almost product manifold from the main class is proposed in [4] . Similar investigations on Lie groups with additional tensor structures are made in [3] and [6] .
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains some preliminaries on the considered type of manifolds. In Section 2 we present the main results on the topic about the invariant objects and their vanishing. In Section 3 we give a specialization of the considered tensors when the manifolds under study belongs to the main class. In Section 4 we construct an example of the studied manifolds of dimension 4 by an appropriate Lie algebra depending on 2 real parameters. Then we compute the basic components of the invariant objects which are found in the previous sections.
Almost paracomplex pseudo-Riemannian manifolds
Let pM, P, gq be an almost paracomplex pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Consequently, P is an almost paracomplex structure, i.e.
(1.1)
and g is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M compatible with P , i.e.
(1.2) gpP x, P yq " gpx, yq.
Here and further, x, y, z, w will stand for arbitrary differentiable vector fields on M or vectors in T p M , p P M . In the present work, pM, P, gq is called briefly a W-manifold and g -a P -metric. Necessarily, the dimension of this manifold is even, i.e. dim M " 2n, n P N. Then the signature of g is of the type p2q, 2n´2qq for some fixed q P t1, 2, . . . , nu.
Let te i u (i " 1, 2, . . . , 2n) be a basis of T p M at a point p of M such that gpe k , e k q " 1, k P t1, 2, . . . , 2qu, gpe l , e l q "´1, l P t2q`1, 2q`2, . . . , 2nu, gpe i , e j q " 0, i ‰ j, i, j P t1, 2, . . . , 2nu.
An almost paracomplex structure P is defined as follows P e 2k´1 " e 2k , P e 2k " e 2k´1 , k P t1, 2, . . . , qu; P e 2l´1 " e 2l , P e 2l " e 2l´1 , l P tq`1, q`2, . . . , nu.
Obviously, this basis is compatible with P because (1.2) is satisfied. Let us call the introduced basis an adapted P -basis of the considered W-manifold.
Let us consider the basis ta i u (i " 1, 2, . . . , 2n) defined by the basis te i u as follows
pe 2l´1`e2l q for k P t1, 2, . . . , qu, l P tq`1, q`2, . . . , nu. These vectors satisfy the following equalities P a 2k´1 "´a 2k´1 , P a 2k " a 2k , P a 2l´1 "´a 2l´1 , P a 2l " a 2l
and therefore ta i u is an eigenbasis with respect to P of T p M .
For an arbitrary W-manifold pM, P, gq, there exists an associated metric r g of g given by (1.4) r gpx, yq " gpx, P yq.
It is also a P -metric since obviously the condition r gpP x, P yq " r gpx, yq is satisfied. By virtue of the following equalities for the vectors of ta i u from (1.3)
r gpa 2k´1 , a 2k´1 q "´1, r gpa 2k , a 2k q " 1,
we conclude that the signature of r g is pn, nq. Together with (1.4), the relation r gpx, P yq " gpx, yq is also valid. Thus, these metrics we call twin P -metrics on M .
The Levi-Civita connections of g and r g are denoted by ∇ and r ∇, respectively. The interchange of ∇ and r ∇ (and respectively g and r g) we call the twin interchange. The tensor filed F of type p0, 3q on M is defined by (1.5) F px, y, zq " g`p∇ x P q y, z˘.
It has the following properties [12] (1.6) F px, y, zq " F px, z, yq "´F px, P y, P zq, F px, P y, zq "´F px, y, P zq.
. . , 2n) be an arbitrary basis of T p M at a point p of M . The components of the inverse matrix of g are denoted by g ij with respect to te i u. The Lee forms θ and θ˚associated with F are defined by
θpzq " g ij F pe i , e j , zq, θ˚pzq " g ij F pe i , P e j , zq.
For the 1-form θ˚, using r g, we have the following
and the identity (1.8) θ˚"´θ˝P is true by means of (1.6) due to θ˚pzq " g ij F pe i , P e j , zq "´g ij F pe i , e j , P zq "´θpP zq.
The potential Φ of r ∇ regarding ∇ is given by the formula (1.9) r ∇ x y " ∇ x y`Φpx, yq.
Since both the connections are torsion-free, then Φ is symmetric, i.e. Φpx, yq " Φpy, xq. Let the corresponding tensor of type p0, 3q with respect to g be defined by
(1.10) Φpx, y, zq " gpΦpx, yq, zq.
By virtue of (1.6) and (1.9), the following interrelations between F and Φ are valid [15] (1.11) Φpx, y, zq " 1 2 F px, y, P zq`F py, x, P zq´F pP z, x, yq ( , (1.12) F px, y, zq " Φpx, y, P zq`Φpx, z, P yq.
Taking into account (1.6) and (1.12), we obtain the following property for an arbitrary W-manifold
Φpx, y, zq`Φpx, z, yq`Φpx, P y, P zq`Φpx, P z, P yq " 0.
The associated 1-forms f and f˚of Φ are defined by f pzq " g ij Φpe i , e j , zq, f˚pzq " g ij Φpe i , P e j , zq.
Then, from (1.13) we get the identity (1.14) f "´f˚˝P.
The latter identity resembles the equality θ "´θ˚˝P , which is equivalent to (1.8).
Indeed, there exists a relation between the associated 1-forms of F and Φ. It follows from (1.11), (1.8) and has the form
A classification of Riemannian almost product manifolds having a traceless structure P with respect to F is given in [15] . It is applicable to the considered Wmanifolds. All eight classes of these manifolds are characterized there by properties of F as follows (1.16)
gpx, zqθpyq`r gpx, zqθ˚pyq ( ;
F px, y, P zq`F py, z, P xq`F pz, x, P yq " 0;
n gpx, yqθpzq`gpy, zqθpxq`gpz, xqθpyq r gpx, yqθ˚pzq`r gpy, zqθ˚pxq`r gpz, xqθ˚pyq ( ;
An equivalent classification in terms of Φ is proposed in the same paper by the following way (1.17)
W 0 : Φpx, y, zq " 0;
tgpx, yqf pzq`r gpx, yqf˚pzqu ; W 2 : Φpx, y, zq " ΦpP x, P y, zq, f " 0; W 3 : Φpx, y, zq "´ΦpP x, P y, zq;
The square norm of ∇P is defined by the following equality [9] }∇P } 2 " g ij g kl g`p∇ ei P q e k ,`∇ ej P˘e l˘.
By means of (1.5) and (1.6), we obtain the following equivalent formula
where F iks " F pe i , e k , e s q. A W-manifold satisfying the condition }∇P } 2 " 0 we call an isotropic W 0 -manifold. Obviously, if a W-manifold belongs to W 0 (i.e. it is a W 0 -manifold), then it is an isotropic W 0 -manifold. Let us remark that the inverse statement is not always true.
Let R be the curvature tensor field of ∇ defined by Rpx, yqz " ∇ x ∇ y z∇ y ∇ x z´∇ rx,ys z. The corresponding tensor field of type p0, 4q is determined by Rpx, y, z, wq " gpRpx, yqz, wq. It has the following properties:
Rpx, y, z, wq "´Rpy, x, z, wq "´Rpx, y, w, zq, Rpx, y, z, wq`Rpy, z, x, wq`Rpz, x, y, wq " 0.
Any tensor of type (0,4) satisfying (1.19) is called a curvature-like tensor. The Ricci tensor ρ and the scalar curvature τ for R are defined as usual by the equalities ρpy, zq " g ij Rpe i , y, z, e j q and τ " g ij ρpe i , e j q. Let r R be the curvature tensor of r ∇ defined as usually. Obviously, the corresponding curvature (0,4)-tensor is r Rpx, y, z, uq " r gp r Rpx, yqz, uq and it has the same properties as in (1.19 Proof. Taking into account (1.6), (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11), we get the following relation between F and its corresponding tensor r F for pM, P, r gq, defined by r F px, y, zq " r g``r ∇ x P˘y, z˘, (2.2) r F px, y, zq " 1 2 F pP y, z, xq´F py, P z, xq`F pP z, y, xq´F pz, P y, xq ( . Applying (1.11), we obtain the corresponding formula for r Φ and r F in the form
3) and (1.11), we reach the following equality (2.4) r Φpx, y, zq "´Φpx, y, P zq.
The identity (2.1) follows from the latter eqiality and the definition of r Φpx, y, zq by r Φpx, y, zq " r gp r Φpx, yq, zq. Proof. Taking the trace of (2.4) by r g ij " P j k g ik for x " e i and y " e j , we have r f pzq "´f˚pP zq. Then, because of (1.14), we obtain the statement for f and similarly for f˚. The invariance of the Lee forms follows directly from (2.5) and (1.15). Proof. We use the classification (1.17) in terms of Φ. Obviously, applying Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, equalities (2.4), (1.10) and (1.14), we establish the truthfulness of the statement.
Invariant connection. Let us define an affine connection
Applying (1.9), we find that D is actually the average connection of ∇ and r ∇, i.e.
(2.8)
Proposition 2.4. The average connection D of ∇ and r ∇ is an invariant connection under the twin interchange.
Proof. It follows from (1.9), (2.1) and (2.7), because of the following equalities Proof. If D " 0 holds, then we have ∇ "´r ∇ and Φ "´2∇, because of (2.7) and (2.8). Hence we obtain rx, ys " ∇ x y´∇ y x "´1 2 tΦpx, yq´Φpy, xqu " 0 and consequently, using the Koszul formula 2gp∇ x y, zq " xgpy, zq`ygpx, zq´zgpx, yq`gprx, ys, zq`gprz, xs, yq`gprz, ys, xq, we get ∇ " 0. Thus, r ∇ and Φ vanish, i.e. pM, P, gq and pM, P, r gq are W 0 -manifolds.
Invariant tensors.
The Nijenhuis tensor N of the almost paracomplex structure P is defined by (2.9) N px, yq " rP, P spx, yq " rP x, P ys`rx, ys´P rP x, ys´P rx, P ys .
In [8] , it is introduced a symmetric (1,2)-tensor p N , defined by p N px, yq " tP, P upx, yq " tP x, P yu`tx, yu´P tP x, yu´P tx, P yu, where the symmetric braces tx, yu " ∇ x y`∇ y x replace the antisymmetric brackets rx, ys " ∇ x y´∇ y x in (2.9). The tensor p N is called the associated Nijenhuis tensor of P . The tensor p N coincides with the associated tensor of N introduced in [15] by an equivalent equality for F . The corresponding tensors of type p0, 3q with respect to g of the pair of Nijenhuis tensors N and r N are defined by (2.10) N px, y, zq " g`N px, yq, z˘, p N px, y, zq " g`p N px, yq, z˘.
Proposition 2.6. The Nijenhuis tensor is invariant and the associated Nijenhuis tensor is anti-invariant under the twin interchange, i.e.
N px, yq " r N px, yq, p N px, yq "´Ă x N px, yq.
Proof. The following relations of N and p N with Φ are known from [15] N px, y, zq " 2Φpz, x, yq`2Φpz, P x, P yq, p N px, y, zq "´2Φpx, y, zq´2ΦpP x, P y, zq. (2.11) Taking into account (2.4), the latter equalities imply the following r N px, y, zq "´N px, P y, zq, (2.12) Ă x N px, y, zq "´p N px, y, P zq. (2.13) By virtue of (2.9), (2.10), (1.1) and (1.2), we establish the truthfulness of the property N px, y, zq "´N px, P y, P zq which is equivalent to N px, P y, zq "´N px, y, P zq. Then (2.12) gets the form r N px, y, zq " N px, y, P zq. (2.14)
From (2.14) and (2.13) we obtain the relations in the statement.
The following relation between the curvature tensors of ∇ and r ∇ related by (1. Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.9 and Proposition 2.11.
Invariant connection and invariant tensors on the W-manifolds in the main class
Let us consider an arbitrary W-manifold pM, P, gq belonging to the basic class W 1 . Then we call that pM, P, gq is a W 1 -manifold. This class is known as the main class in the classification in [15] . The reason is that it is the only class where the fundamental tensor F and the potential Φ are expressed explicitly by the metrics. Moreover, W 1 has a special role with respect to conformal transformations of the metrics g and r g.
Let us consider the conformal transformations s g " e 2u pcosh 2v g`sinh 2v r gq of the P -metric g, where u and v are differentiable functions on the W-manifold [15] . If v " 0, we obtain the usual conformal transformation. Then, the associated P -metric r g has the following image s r g " e 2u pcosh 2v r g`sinh 2v gq. Let us note that it is impossible for g and r g to correspond one another through some conformal transformation. According to [15] , the class W 1 is closed with respect to conformal transformations. Moreover, a W 1 -manifold is locally conformal equivalent to a W 0 -manifold if and only if its Lee forms θ and θ˚are closed, i.e. dθ " dθ˚" 0. In the latter case, the conformal transformations used are such that the 1-forms du˝P and dv˝P are closed and it is said that the manifold belongs to the subclass W 0 1 of W 1 .
Bearing in mind Theorem 2.3 and using (1.4) and (2.6), we obtain the following form of F of a W 1 -manifold under the twin interchange r F px, y, zq "´1 2n gpx, yqθpP zq`gpx, zqθpP yq´gpx, P yqθpzq´gpx, P zqθpyq ( . Therefore, we get the following relation for a W 1 -manifold r F px, y, zq " F pP x, y, zq.
According to (1.17) and (2.7), the invariant connection D on a W 1 -manifold has the following form
where f 7 is the dual vector of the 1-form f regarding g, i.e. f pzq " gpf 7 , zq. Since Φ has an explicit expression on a W 1 -manifold, i.e. 
Hx " f pxqf 7´f pP xqP f 7 .
Proof. The formulae follow by direct computations, using (1.16), (3.1), (2.16) and (2.17).
The expressions of Q and B in Proposition 3.1 are substituted in the relations between R on the one hand and r R, K, A on the other, given in (2.15), (2.21), (2.22), respectively.
Lie group as a W 1 -manifold and its invariant objects under twin interchange
Let L be a 4-dimensional real connected Lie group, and l be its Lie algebra with a basis tX 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 u.
We introduce an almost paracomplex structure P and a P -metric g by (4.1)
2) gpX 1 , X 1 q " gpX 2 , X 2 q "´gpX 3 , X 3 q "´gpX 4 , X 4 q " 1,
Then, the associated P -metric r g of g is determined by its non-zero components (4.3) r gpX 1 , X 2 q "´r gpX 3 , X 4 q " 1.
Let us consider the constructed W-manifold pL, P, gq with the Lie algebra l determined by the following nonzero commutators:
where λ 1 , λ 2 P R and ε P t1,´1u.
Obviously for any i, j P t1, 2, 3, 4u, the identity rP X i , P X j s "´rX i , X j s holds, i.e. P is an Abelian structure for l. This condition is equivalent to the equality rP X i , X j s "´rX i , P X j s. Then, according to (2.9), we obtain N " 0 and p N " 0. Proof. According to (1.4), (4.1), (4.2), (4.4) and the Koszul equality for (g, ∇) and (r g, r ∇), we obtain the following nonzero components of ∇ and r ∇:
(4.5)
Using (1.9), (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5), we get the components Φ ij " ΦpX i , X j q of the anti-invariant tensor Φ as well as f k " f pX k q and fk " f˚pX k q of its associated 
Taking into account (1.17), (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6), we obtain that pL, P, gq belongs to W 1 . Since the class W 1 is invariant under the twin interchange, it means that pL, P, r gq belongs to W 1 , too. This completes the proof of (i). The correctness of (v) is a consequence of (4.6) and (2.1). The components of ∇P and r ∇P follow from (4.5) and (4.1). Then, using (4.2), (4.3) and (1.5), we get the components F ijk " F pX i , X j , X k q and r F ijk " r F pX i , X j , X k q " r gpp r ∇ Xi P qX j , X k q of F and r F , respectively. The nonzero of them are determined by the following equalities and the identity r F ijk " εF ijk that holds for the constructed manifolds pL, P, gq and pL, P, r gq (4. Applying (1.18) for the components of F and r F , we obtain the square norms of ∇P and r ∇P as follows
Then, the latter equalities imply the statement (iii). Taking into account (2.6), we have θ k " r θ k and θk " r θk for the corresponding components with respect to X k . Furthermore, the same situation is for dθ " d r θ and dθ˚" d r θ˚. By (1.7), (1.8) and (4.7), we obtain θ k and θk and thus we get (4.9) θ 1 "´εθ 2 " εθ1 "´θ2 " r θ 1 "´ε r θ 2 " ε r θ1 "´r θ2 " 8λ 2 , θ 3 "´εθ 4 " εθ3 "´θ4 " r θ 3 "´ε r θ 4 " ε r θ3 "´r θ4 " 8λ 1 .
Using (4.4) and (4.9), we compute the components of dθ and dθ˚with respect to the basis tX 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 u. We obtain that the 1-forms θ, θ˚, r θ, r θ˚are closed unconditionally, i.e. the statement (ii) holds.
By virtue of (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5), we get R ijkl " RpX i , X j , X k , X l q and r R ijkl " r RpX i , X j , X k , X l q, the basic components of the curvature tensors for ∇ and r ∇. The 1 " A 1331 " A 1441 " A 2332 " A 2442 " εA 1332 " εA 1442 " εA 2331 " εA 2441 .
The rest components are determined by property A ijkl "´A jikl . Let us remark that A is not a curvature-like tensor. Obviously, A " 0 if and only if the corresponding Lie algebra is Abelian and pL, P, gq is a W 0 -manifold.
The Nijenhuis tensors N and r N on pL, P, gq and pL, P, r gq, respectively, vanish as on any W 1 -manifold. According to [15] , the condition N " 0 is equivalent to the property ΦpX i , X j q " ΦpP X i , P X j q. Then, by means of (2.11), we obtain for the components of the associated Nijenhuis tensor Ă x N (similarly for p N ) expressed by the components of the potential Φ, given in (4.6), as follows
Let us recall that the tensors p N ij and Φ ij are anti-invariant under twin interchange. Bearing in mind (2.7), (4.5) and (4.6), we get the components of the invariant connection as follows (4.14)
D X1 X 1 "´εD X1 X 2 " εD X2 X 1 "´D X2 X 2 "´ελ 2 X 1´λ2 X 2 , D X1 X 3 "´εD X1 X 4 " εD X2 X 3 "´D X2 X 4 "´ελ 1 X 1´λ1 X 2 , D X3 X 1 "´εD X3 X 2 " εD X4 X 1 "´D X4 X 2 "´ελ 2 X 3´λ2 X 4 , D X3 X 3 "´εD X3 X 4 " εD X4 X 3 "´D X4 X 4 "´ελ 1 X 3´λ1 X 4 .
Taking into account (2.23) and the vanishing of B, we obtain that the invariant tensors K and A for pL, P, gq coincide. Similarly, we find the corresponding property for pL, P, r gq. So, we have the equalities
